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Abstract
Privacy concerns in outsourced cloud databases have become
more and more important recently and many efficient and
scalable query processing methods over encrypted data have
been proposed. However, there is limited work on how to
securely process top-k ranking queries over encrypted data in the
cloud. In this paper, we propose the first efficient and provably
secure top-k query processing construction that achieves strong
adaptively IND-CQA security. We develop an encrypted data
structure called EHL and describe several secure sub-protocols
under our security model to answer top-k queries. Furthermore,
we optimize our query algorithms for both space and time
efficiency. Finally, in the experiments, we empirically analyze our
protocol using real world datasets and demonstrate that our
construction is efficient and practical.
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Finding k objects that have the highest overall grades.
Example:

An authorized doctor, Alice, wants to get the top-k results based on some
ranking criteria from the encrypted electronic health record database
patients (see Table 1). The encrypted patients database may contain several
attributes; here we only list a few in Table 1: patient name, age, id number,
trestbps , chol, thalach.
Query: SELECT * FROM patients ORDERED BY chol+thalach STOP AFTER k
Result: Enc(David), Enc(Emma)

dataset

size

attributes

Insurance

5822

13

Diabetes

101767

10

PAMAP

376416

15

Synthetic

1,000,000

10

Full privacy: Qry_F
!!! 2 optimizations !!!
1. SecDupElim Qry_E;
2. batching strategies, denoted as Qry_Ba

No Random Access Algorithm (NRA)
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1. Pre-computed lists over multiple
attributes.
2. Combine scores by some monotonic
aggregation function.
!!! Accesses modes: sorted access !!!
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“No efficient adversary can learn any partial information about the data or the
queries, beyond what is explicitly allowed by the leakage functions.”
“ … even for queries that are adversarially-influenced and generated adaptively.”
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Theorem: The secure top-k query processing scheme SecTopK = (Enc, Token,
SecQuery) we proposed above is IND-CQA secure if the keyed function used in EHL is a
pseudo-random function and the Paillier encryption is Chosen-Plaintext-Attack secure.

Communication Bandwidth

Sec-Join (multiple tables, .e.g t1, t2) :
tQ = SELECT * FROM E(R1), E(R2) WHERE E(R1).t1 =
E(R2).t2 ORDERED BY E(R1).t3 + E(R2).t4 STOP AFTER k

